
 

Do you want to know what's going on in the world of Dragon Age Inquisition? The game releases today, so this is your chance to find out! This post gives a full overview of the state of Thaigs. Check it out for more fire, Fade time, and everything else that's happened since you last played Dragon Age Inquisition. The 37 Best Websites to Learn Something New Ever curious about science or art or
technology? From making hummus to building apps, these websites will teach you anything at your own pace anytime anywhere! Here are 37 great places for learning something new: 36 websites and 1 app...or free. Why do you think the DAI World Map is so special? Do you have any suggestions for other official Dragon Age World Maps in the future? Let us know in the comments below. Dragon
Age: Inquisition - First Impressions Welcome to Dragon Age: Inquisition, a new turn-based RPG from Bioware. We played a lot of games today, and we're here to tell you all about them! Also, if you're completely new to all of this and need some quick advice on how to get started, then check out our guide for newcomers. Guild Wars 2: Tower Unlocked! (Bungie. net) The sequel's first story-driven
episode, Tower, launched today. Along with that, the game's first set of 11 free content updates are out this week too! Check out our hands-on preview of The Tower. Also, finally, get your copy of the game via the free trial on Steam! E3 2014: Dying Light (Techland) Techland spent 2015 completely gutting Dying Light and rebuilding it from scratch to make it better than ever before. We met Lead
Designer Maciej Binkowski to discuss what was changed and what was new...and whether or not it worked. Also, get free access to the game's playable alpha immediately when you subscribe to Game Informer. Comic Book Movie: The Avengers Comic Book Movie rounds up some of the best and biggest movies based on comic books. We discuss The Avengers with a host of fans, including Zack
Snyder, Kevin Smith, and Tom Hiddleston. Plus, check out BI's own Josh Flanagan's review of it here! 10 Secret Weapons from the Terminator Franchise (Cinescape) From Arnold Schwarzenegger to Lena Headey, these are ten weapons from the Terminator franchise that were hidden from us all those years! What is the purpose of those machines anyway?! Also learn about Skynet's clumsy attempts
at looking cool in T2. The Six Best Movie Sequels of All Time (Collider) From Mad Max 2 to Aliens to Spider-Man, these are six sequels that almost turned out as awesome as the original. And if you want to vote for your favorite, check out the list at Collider!  

For those of you who have been following our news section, this isn't really a surprise. The Dragon Age II World State Cracks have been available for a little while now and everyone knows that we've been working on post-release support since launch. We always knew that our first World State Crack would be awesome and hopefully we can keep this going with future releases.
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